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They say a picture is worth a thousand 
words…



Quick History

u Our Family Run Business Launched on Amazon & Shopify -
December 2014

u NBC Asked to Co-Brand a Supplement Line with them for their 
hit Television Show “The Biggest Loser”

u Have sold to Hundreds of Thousands of Happy Customers on 
Amazon with an overall rating of 

u International Distributors have begun successfully selling our 
products in Ireland, Singapore, Thailand and on Amazon.uk and 
will soon be launching on Amazon in Canada and Germany

u In early talks to sell on multiple platforms in China



The Earth’s Pearl Family



Our Capacity

u We have the ability to produce 1,000,000 bottles each 
month

u We always keep plenty of stock in our warehouse for 
smaller orders

u We can Private Label, even in small quantities

u Would love to work with you to help you get our products 
into your stores and the homes of people everywhere



What do our customers say?



We have thousands of five star reviews…

"I've been taking these for about 2 weeks and they have greatly improved my chronic issues with abdominal pain, poor 
digestion and irregularity. I've taken probiotics for several years and have tried at least 20 different brands with varying 

strengths, strains etc. and these are by far the most effective I have ever taken, with noticeable results within just a few 
days. Thank You for a product that actually exceeds expectations!"

- Alpha 001

“As an RN I have recommended these to two of my patients who are presently on antibiotics””

- Chico-chic 

"I went from having regular stomach issues and a sensitive stomach to no problems at all.”

-Jule

“With my first pearl, I actually felt the difference! Hard to imagine I know.”

-ToniAnnie

“I'm serious, these are a GOD send and Earth’s Pearl Probiotic & Prebiotic are also for finally finding "a cure" for my IBS-D. 
Thank you sooo much!!”

-LiL Bit Sweet



Why You Will Love Working With Us

u We are very selective in who we partner with 

u We control the Amazon market in the US and therefore you won’t be price 
gouged

u We provide you with access to our internal marketing team, and also offer 
co-op advertising

u We are constantly generating new content for our brand, which you can use 

u If you are chosen to work with us, we make it very easy to get started by 
offering very low MOQs, and competitive rates

u Our goal is for you to succeed



In Summary

We offer our customers 
excellent products, that don’t 

cost an arm and a leg!
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